MOSAICS

www.msistone.com
Mix and Match
to create the design of your dreams.
Steal This Look
Create a rug pattern for extra special design details

Mosaics make great floors
Hexagons are trendy but familiar
Don’t forget your mirror wall

DESIGNER TIPS

1. Mochachino Hexagon Pattern
2. Henley 2” Hexagon
3. Whisper White Arch Herringbone Britt
TREND ALERT: WHITE HOT STYLE

DESIGNER TIP:
White Marble is all the rage! Whether you desire a work of art from Mother Nature herself or prefer a white hot knockout in glass. White marble looks offer a palette that is style neutral but off the beaten path.

Incorporate mosaic tiles into your floor design for a classic but timeless look.
1" Hexagon Honed
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Herringbone Honed
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Split Face
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1x3 Honed
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Basketweave Honed
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2x2 Honed
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2x4 Honed & Beveled
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2" Octagon w/ 5/8" Black Marble Honed
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Calypso Bianco Lotus
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Telaio Hexagon Honed
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2" Octagon w/ 5/8" Black Marble Honed
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Arabescato Carrara MARBLE
Arabescato Carrara Split Face
ID: SMOT-ARA-SF10MM
Grout: No grout required

Arabescato Carrara 1x3 Honed
ID: SMOT-ARA-1X3-H
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Arabescato Carrara Basketweave Honed
ID: SMOT-ARA-BWP
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Also available in 1x1 and 5/8
SMOT-ARA-1X1-H
SMOT-ARA-5/8-H

Arabescato Carrara 2x2 Honed
ID: SMOT-ARA-2X2-H
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Arabescato Carrara Basketweave Honed
ID: SMOT-ARA-BWP
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Also available in 1x1 and 5/8
SMOT-ARA-1X1-H
SMOT-ARA-5/8-H
Arabescato Carrara 2x4 Honed and Beveled
ID: SM01-ARA-2X4HB
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Arabescato Carrara 2" Octagon w/ 5/8 Black Marble Honed
ID: SM01-ARA-20CT
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Calypso Blanco Lotus Pattern
ID: SMDT-CALPBLA-MF10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Telai Hexagon Honed
ID: SMDT-TELAIO-ZHEX
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Calacatta Gold 1" Hexagon Polished
ID: SMOT-CALAGOLD-1HEX
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Also available in 2" Hexagon
SMOT-CALAGOLD-2HEX
Calacatta Gold 2x2 Polished
ID: SMOT-CALAGOLD-2X2P
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Also available in 1x2
ID: SMOT-CALAGOLD-1X2P

Calacatta Gold 2x4 Polished
ID: SMOT-CALAGOLD-2X4P
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Also available in 1x2
ID: SMOT-CALAGOLD-1X2P
Carrara White
MARBLE

- 2" Hexagon Polished
  Page 14
- Basketweave Pattern-2 Polished
  Page 14
- Trapezoid Pattern Polished
  Page 15
- 1x2 3D Polished
  Page 15
- 2x2 Polished
  Page 16
- 2x4 Honed
  Page 16
- RSP Pattern Polished
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Basketweave Pattern-2 Polished
Carrara White Basketweave Pattern-2 Polished
ID: SMOT-CAR-BW2P
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Carrara White 2" Hexagon Polished
ID: SMOT-CAR-2HEXP
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Greechiean White MARBLE

Arabesque Polished
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Opus Pattern
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Interlocking Polished
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2" Octagon w/ 5/8 Black Marble Polished
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2x4 Polished and Beveled
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2x2 Polished
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1" Hexagon Polished
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Split Face
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Tumbled Veneer
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Herringbone
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3" Hexagon Polished
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Greechiean White Opus Pattern
Greeckian White Arabesque Polished
ID: SMOT-GRE-AREBESQ
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Greeckian White Opus Pattern
ID: SMOT-GRE-OPUS
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
**Greecian White Interlocking Pattern Polished**
ID: SMOT-GRE-ILP10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

**Greecian White 2” Octagon w/ 5/8 Black Marble Polished**
ID: THDW1-SH-GW0
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Greecian White 1" Hexagon Polished
ID: SMOT-GRE-1HEXP
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Greecian White Split Face
ID: SMOT-GRE-SFL10MM
Grout: No grout required
Greecian White Herringbone Polished
ID: SMOT-GRE-HBP
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Greecian White Tumbled Veneer
ID: SMOT-VNR-GRE-T
Grout: No grout required
Greccian White 3" Hexagon Polished
SMOT-GRE-3HEXP
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Tundra Gray Split Face
ID: SM01-TUNGRY-SFL15MM
Grout: No Grout Required
White Oak Split Face
ID: SMOT-WHTOAK-SFIL10MM
Grout: No grout required

White Quarry Chevron
ID: SMOT-WQ-CHEVRON10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Arctic Storm 1x1 Honed
ID: SMOT-AS-1X1H
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Arctic Storm Interlocking Pattern Honed
ID: SMOT-AS-ILH
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
White Quarry Split Face
ID: SMOT-WQ-SFIL10MM
Grout: No grout required

Arctic Storm 5/8x2 Honed
ID: SMOT-AS-10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

White Quarry Split Face
ID: SMOT-WQ-SFIL10MM
Grout: No grout required
White Quarry Interlocking Pattern Honed
ID: SMO1-WQ-IH10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

White Oak Blend Interlocking Honed
ID: SMO1-STIL-WOB10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Bellagio Blend Elongated Hexagon Honed
ID: SMOT-BELBLND-HEXEL10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Arctic Storm Arabesque
ID: SMOT-AS-ARABESQUE
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Aria Interlocking Pattern 12x18x8mm
ID: SMOT-SGSSIL-ARIA8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Europa Elongated Hexagon 8mm
ID: SMOT-SGSSIL-EUROPA8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Serenity Stone Pebble Polished
ID: SMOT-SERENITY-PEB10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Bayview Elongated Octagon 10mm
ID: SMOT-SGLSMT-BAYVIEW10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Stella Interlocking Pattern 8mm
ID: SMOT-SGLSMT-STEL8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Linea Mixed Finish Pattern 10mm
ID: SMOT-LINEA-MF10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Honey Comb 2" Hexagon
ID: SMOT-HONCOM-2HEX
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

White Oak 2" Octagon
ID: SMOT-WHTOAK-2OCT
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Crema Marfil MARBLE

- 2x2 Tumbled (Page 41)
- 1" Hexagon Tumbled (Page 42)
- 2x2 Polished (Page 42)
- Hedron Interlocking 3D (Page 43)
- Valencia Blend Elongated Polished (Page 43)

Herringbone Pattern
Crema Marfil 2x2 Tumbled
ID: SMOT-CREM-2X2-T
Grout: Non-sanded #382 Bone
Also available in 1x1
ID: SMOT-CREM-1X1-T

Crema Herringbone Arched Pattern Polished
ID: SMOT-ARCH-CREM-HBP
Grout: No grout required
Crema Marfil 2x2 Polished
ID: SMOT-CREM-2X2-P
Grout: Non-sanded #382 Bone
Also available in 5/8
SMOT-CREM-5/8-P

Crema Marfil 1" Hexagon Tumbled
ID: SMOT-CREM-1HEX
Grout: Non-sanded #382 Bone
Valencia Blend Elongated Oct Pol
ID: SMO1-VMBLND-ECTEL10MM
Grout: Sanded #10 Antique White

Hedron Interlocking 3D
ID: SMO1-HEDRON-3DIL
Grout: No grout required
**Emperador Blend**

**MARBLE**

- Ibiza Blend 1x1
  - Page 48
- Arched Polished
  - Page 48
- Asteria Blend Interlocking 3D
  - Page 49
- Split Face
  - Page 49
- Bamboo Pattern
  - Page 50

Bamboo Pattern
Ibiza Blend 1x1
ID: SM01-SGL5-IB-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen

Emperador Blend Arched Polished
ID: SM01-ARCH-EMP8-1X2P
Grout: No grout required
Emperador Blend Split Face
ID: SMOT-EMP-B-SFL10MM
Grout: No grout required

Asteria Blend Interlocking 3D
ID: SMOT-ASTERIA-3DIL
Grout: No grout required
Emperador Dark MARBLE

2x2 Tumbled
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Split Face
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2x2 Polished
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1" Hexagon
Tumbled
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1x3 Polished
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1x2 3D Polished
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Split Face
Emperador Split Face
ID: SMOT-EMP-SFIL10MM
Grout: No grout required

Emperador Dark 2x2 Tumbled
ID: SMOT-EMP-2X2-T
Grout: Non-sanded #52 Tobacco Brown
Also available in 5/8
ID: SMOT-EMP-5/8-T

Emperador Split Face
ID: SMOT-EMP-SFIL10MM
Grout: No grout required
Emperador Dark 2x2 Polished
ID: SMOT-EMP-2X2-P
Grout: Non-sanded #52 Tobacco Brown
Also available in 5/8
ID: SMOT-EMP-5/8-P

Emperador Dark 1” Hexagon Tumbled
ID: SMOT-EMP-1HEX
Grout: Non-sanded #52 Tobacco Brown
Durango TRAVERTINE

- 5/8x5/8 Tumbled  
  Page 56

- Basketweave Pattern Honed  
  Page 56

- 2x4 Honed & Beveled  
  Page 57

- Mini Versailles Pattern Tumbled  
  Page 57

- 2x4 Tumbled  
  Page 58

- 2x2 Rhomboids Tumbled  
  Page 58

- 2x4 Honed & Beveled
Durango/Caramel Basketweave Pattern Honed
ID: SMOT-DUR-BWH
Grout: Sanded #10 Antique White
Also available in 2x2
ID: SMOT-DUR-2X2T

Durango 5/8x5/8 Tumbled
ID: SMOT-DUR-5/8-T
Grout: Sanded #10 Antique White
Tuscany Classic
TRAVERSTONE

1x2 Brick Tumbled
Page 60

2x2 Tumbled
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Herringbone Honed
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2x4 Honed
and Beveled
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2x2 Honed
and Filled
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Mini Versailles
Pattern Tumbled
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Chiaro Travertine
Tumbled Veneer
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Ivory Travertine
Interlocking Honed
12x18
Page 63

Herringbone Pattern
Tuscany Ivory Herringbone Honed
ID: SMOT-IVO-HBH
Grout: Sanded #10 Antique White

Tuscany Ivory 2x4 Honed and Beveled
ID: SMOT-IVO-2XHB
Grout: Sanded #10 Antique White
Ivory Travertine Interlocking Pattern Honed 12x18
ID: SMOT-IVO-L12X18H
Grout: Sanded #10 Antique White

Chiaro Travertine Tumbled Veneer
ID: SMOT-VNR-CHIARO-T
Grout: No grout required
Tuscany Scabas TRAVERTINE

2x4 Split Face
Page 65

1x2 Tumbled
Page 66

2x2 Tumbled
Page 66
Tuscany Scabas 2x4 Split Face
ID: SM01-SCAB-2X4SF
Grout: No grout required
Also available in 1x2
ID: SM01-SCAB-1X2SF
Tuscany Walnut
TRAVERTINE

Tuscany Walnut 2x2 Tumbled
ID: SM01-TW-2X2-T
Grout: Sanded #122 Linen
Autumn SLATE

Autumn 2x2 Tumbled
ID: SMOT-AUT-2X2-T
Grout: Sanded #09 Natural Gray
Rustique Interlocking 3D
ID: SMOT-RUSTIQUE-3DIL
Grout: No grout required

California Gold Brick Pattern Tumbled
ID: SMOT-BRICK-CG
Grout: Sanded #98 Natural Gray
Also available in 2x2
ID: SMOT-CGLD-2X2-T
Golden White QUARTZITE

1x3 Tumbled
Page 72

2x2 Tumbled
Page 72

Harvest Moon Interlocking 3D
Page 73
Golden White 2x2 Tumbled
ID: SMOT-GWQ-2X2-T
Grout: Sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Also available in 1x1
ID: SMOT-GWQ-1X1-T
Harvest Moon Interlocking 3D
ID: SMOT-SGLSL-HAMON8MM
Grout: No grout required
Shale 5/8x2 Mixed Finish
ID: SMOT-BSLTB-5/8X2MF
Grout: Non-sanded #335 Winter Gray

Basalt Blue Bamboo Honed
ID: SMOT-BSLTB-BMP10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #335 Winter Gray
Mystic Gray Interlocking Pattern Mixed Finish
ID: SMOT-MG-ILMF10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #335 Winter Gray

Neptune 3D Interlocking Honed
ID: SMOT-BSTB-3DH
Grout: No grout required
Other Stones

VARIOUS MATERIALS

Henley 2” Hexagon
Page 78

Black and White Pebbles Pattern
Page 78

Bergamo Herringbone
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Eclipse Interlocking Pattern
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Crema Ivory Bamboo Stone Pattern
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Emperor Light Basketweave
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Soleil 1x2 Split Face
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Honey Onyx Subway 2x4
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Giallo Crystal Onyx 5/8x5/8 Polished
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Mixed Color Slate 2x2 Tumbled
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Noce/Chiaro Mini Brick Honed
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Silver Ash Tumbled Veneer
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Noce/Beige/Gold Travertine 1x1 Tumbled
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Mixed Travertine 1x2 Split Face
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Multi Classic 2x2 Tumbled
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Puebla 1x2 Split Face
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Silver Travertine 2x4 Honed and Beveled
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Henley 2” Hexagon
Page 78
**Black and White Pebbles Pattern Tumbled**
ID: THDW1-SH-PEB
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

**Henley 2” Hexagon**
ID: SMOT-HENLEY-2HEX
Grout: Non-sanded #335 Winter Gray
Emperador Light Basketweave Polished
ID: SMOT-EMLI-BWP
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen

Crema Ivy Bamboo Stone Pattern
ID: THDWG-ST-CIB-10MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White
Silver Ash Tumbled Veneer
ID: SMOT-VNR-SLVASH-T
Grout: No grout required

Noce/Chiaro Mini Brick Pattern Honed
ID: SMOT-NCH-MB10MM
Grout: Sanded #122 Linen
Noce/Beige/Gold Travertine 1x1 Tumbled
ID: THDW1-SH-TRM1x1
Grout: Sanded #122 Linen

Mixed Travertine 1x2 Split Face
ID: SMOT-MIXTR-1X2SF
Grout: No grout required
Puebla 1x2 Split Face
ID: SMOT-SPLIT-PUEB
Grout: No grout required

Multi Classic 2x2 Tumbled
ID: SMOT-MC-2X2-T
Grout: Sanded #335 Winter Gray
Silver Travertine 2x4 Honed and Beveled
ID: SM01-SILTRA-2x4HB
Grout: Sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Black Blend Bamboo Pattern
ID: SMOT-GLSB-BW8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Arctic Ice Subway 2x4
ID: SMOT-GLSST-AI8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Also available in 1x2
ID: THDWG-CR-AI-8MM
Mint Green Subway 2x4
ID: SMOT-GLSSI-MG8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Ice Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-GLSIL-IC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
*Pebble Interlocking Pattern 12x18x8mm*
ID: SMOT-GLSIL-PE12X18
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

*Pebble Interlocking Pattern 12x18x8mm*
ID: SMOT-GLSIL-PE8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Ice Interlocking Pattern 12x18x8mm
ID: SM01-GLSIL-IC12X18
Grout: Non-sanded #361 Bright White
Crackled GLASS

Sandy Beaches Blend 1x2 Page 93
Fossil Canyon Blend 1x1 Page 93
Venetian Café 1x4 Page 94
Saddle Canyon 1” Rhomboids Page 94
Stonegate Interlocking Pattern Page 95

Crystal Vista 1x4 Page 95
Fossil Canyon 1x2 Page 96
Taza Blend Lantern Pattern Page 96
Crystal Cliffs 1x4 Page 97
Fantasia Blanco Interlocking 12x18 Page 98

Monterra Blend Hexagon Page 98
Hexham Blend Hexagon Page 99
Kensington Hexagon Page 99
Haley Gris Page 100
Circa Zirconia Hexagon Page 100

Stonegate Interlocking Pattern
Sandy Beaches Blend 1x2
ID: SMOT-GLSGGBRK-SBB8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Fossil Canyon Blend 1x1
ID: SMOT-GLSGG-FC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #183 Chateau
Saddle Canyon 1" Rhomboids
ID: SM0T-GLSGG-SC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Venetian Café 1x4
ID: SM0T-GLSGGBRK-VC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Crystal Vista 1x4
ID: SMOT-SGLSGG-CV8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #19 Antique White

Stonegate Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSGG-SG8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen
Fossil Canyon 1x2
ID: SMOT-GLSGGBRK-FC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #183 Chateau

Taza Blend Lantern Pattern
ID: SMOT-GLSGG-TAZA8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Crystal Cliffs 1x4
ID: SMOT-SG5GG-CC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Fantasia Blanco Interlocking Pattern 12x18x8mm
ID: SMOT-SGLSIL-FANBLA8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Monterra Blend Hexagon 8mm
ID: SMOT-SGLS-MONBLND8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White
Hexham Blend Hexagon 8mm
ID: SMOT-SGLSGG-HEXHAM8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Kensington Hexagon 8mm
ID: SMOT-SGLSGG-KENSINGTN8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #382 Bone
Haley Gris 8mm
ID: SMOT-SGLS0B-HALGRI8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Circa Zirconia Hexagon
ID: SMOT-SGLS-CIRZIR8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Café Noce 5/8x5/8
ID: THDW3-SH-CN-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen
Irridescent GLASS

Brown Irridescent 3/4x3/4
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Treasure Trail Irridescent 3/4x3/4
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Ivory Irridescent 3/4x3/4
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Brown Irridescent 3/4x3/4

Irridescent GLASS

Brown Irridescent 3/4x3/4
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Treasure Trail Irridescent 3/4x3/4
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Ivory Irridescent 3/4x3/4
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Brown Irridescent 3/4x3/4
Brown Iridescent 3/4x3/4
ID: THDW1-SH-BR4MM
Grout: Non-sanded #52 Tobacco Brown

Treasure Trail Iridescent 3/4x3/4
ID: THDWG-IR-TT-4MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen
Ivory Iridescent 3/4x3/4
ID: THDW3-SH-IVRYIR3/4X3/4GL
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Brown Blend Glass 1x1
ID: THDW1-SH-BRBSMM
Grout: Non-sanded #52 Tobacco Brown

Blue Blend Glass 1x1
ID: SMOT-GLSB-BLBSMM
Grout: Non-sanded #301 Arctic Ice
Diamond Cove 1x1
ID: SMOT-GLSMT-DC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Majestic Ocean 1x1
ID: THDWP-CR-MO-4MM
Grout: Non-sanded #301 Arctic Ice
Also available in 1x2 & Mini Brick
ID: SMOT-GLSBRK-MO4MM
ID: SMOT-GLSMBRK-MO8MM

Diamond Cove 1x1
ID: SMOT-GLSMT-DC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Honey Ivory Onyx Blend 1x1
ID: THDW3-SH-HIOB-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White

Pacific Dunes Blend 1x1
ID: SMOT-GLSB-CA-PD8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen
Honey Caramel Onyx Glass Stone Blend 1x1
ID: THDWG-SGL-HOC-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White

Castle Rock 1x1
ID: SMOT-SGLSMT-CR8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Spring Leaf 1x1
ID: THDWG-CR-SL-4MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White
Iridescent Blue Blend Glass Brick 1x2
ID: SMOT-GLSBRK-IRB
Grout: Non-sanded #301 Arctic Ice
Also available in 1x1
ID: SMOT-GLSBR-IRB8M

Blue Blend Brick Glass 1x2
ID: SMOT-GLSBRK-BLU
Grout: Non-sanded #301 Arctic Ice
Winter Gray Brick 1x2
ID: SMOT-GLSB-WG8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #301 Arctic Ice

Sonoma Blend 1x2
ID: THDWG-SGL-SB-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #183 Chateau
Silver Tip 5/8x2
ID: SMOT-SGLSMT-ST8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Cosmos Blend 1x2
ID: SMOT-SGLS-CB8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #382 Bone
Ocean Crest Brick Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSMT-OC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Diamante Brick 0.625x3
ID: SMOT-SGLSMT-DIA8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Royal Canyon Brick 1x2
ID: SMOT-SGLS-RC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White
Also available in 2x4
ID: SMOT-GLBST-AB8M

Blue Cotton 0.6x1.25
ID: THDWG-IC-BC-6MM
Grout: Non-sanded #301 Arctic Ice

Royal Canyon Brick 1x2
ID: SMOT-SGLS-RC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White
Also available in 2x4
ID: SMOT-GLBST-AB8M
Pine Valley 2x4
ID: SMOT-SGLST-PV8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen

Glacier Peak 2x4
ID: SMOT-SGLST-GP8M
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Also available in 11/4x11/4
ID: SMOT-SGLS-GP8MM
Luxor Valley Brick Pattern
ID: THDW1-SH-LV-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen

Vienna Blend Brick 0.625x3
ID: SMOT-SGLSMT-VB8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen
Ayres Blend 1x2
ID: SMOT-GLBRK-AB8M
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen

Santorini Brick Pattern
ID: SMOT-GLSSHLBRK-SANTORI
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White
Cielo Brick 1x4
ID: SMOT-GLSIL-CIELO8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #301 Arctic Ice

Akoya Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-GLSIL-AKOYA8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Ink Jet Glass
MOSAICS

Calypso Picket
Page 124

Calypso Interlocking
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Savoy Picket
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Savoy Interlocking
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Taos Picket
Page 126

Taos Interlocking
Page 126
Savoy Picket
ID: SMOT-GLSPK-SAVOY8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Savoy Interlocking
ID: SMOT-GLSL-SAVOY8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Interlocking MOSAICS

Key Largo
Page 128

Golden Fields
Page 128

Pelican Sand
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Pine Valley
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Honey Caramel
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California Gold Blend
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Aspen
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Cristallo
Page 131

Ashlar Rock
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Urbano Blend
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Celestine Blend
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Windsor Canyon
Page 133

Everest
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Verona
Page 135

Titan
Page 135

Perspective Blend
Page 136

Cobrello
Page 136

Ice Floe Blend
Page 137

Keystone Blend
Page 137

Royal Oaks Blend
Page 138

Silver Canvas
Page 138

Aspen
Golden Fields Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSIL-GF8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White

Key Largo Interlocking Pattern
ID: THDWG-CRRSP-KL-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #301 Arctic Ice

Golden Fields Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSIL-GF8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White
Urbano Blend Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSL-URB8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #183 Chateau

Ashlar Rock Interlocking 3D Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSL-AR8MM
Grout: No grout required
Titan Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SPIL-TI8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #60 Charcoal

Verona Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SPIL-VE8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen
Cobrello Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SPL-COBRELLO8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Perspective Blend Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGSLIL-PER8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #335 Winter Gray
Ice Floe Blend Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-ILSIL-IF8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Keystone Blend Interlocking Pattern
ID: THDW1-SH-KBI/8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Royal Oaks Blend Interlocking Pattern  
ID: THDWG-SGL-ROBI-8MM  
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen

Silver Canvas  
ID: SMOT-GLSL-SILCAN8MM  
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
### Specialty MOSAICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denali</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cresta Blanco</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cityscape</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Avenue</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo Blend 12x18</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles Blend</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaledo Blend Interlocking</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradise Bay Blend</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keshi Blend Mini Brick</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midnight Pearl</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Metal Brick 3/4 x 2 1/2</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceano Brick 1x3</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truffle Stone</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escorial Blend</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Cove Blend</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mochachino Hexagon</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Wave</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stonecrest Interlocking</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icelandic Blend</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Marble &amp; Glass Mixed Mini</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Metal Interlocking</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Aluminum Brushed 3D Pattern</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artista Interlocking</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton Interlocking</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan Blend</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustic Creek</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Tapestry</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Loft Interlocking</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champagne Toast</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delano Blanco</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvermist Interlocking</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Interlocking</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zirconia Interlocking</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Madison Avenue Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-GLSMTIL-MA8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #183 Chateau

Cityscape Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-GLSMTIL-CS8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #115 Platinum
Cairo Blend Interlocking Pattern 12x18x8mm
ID: SMDT-SGLSMTIL-CAIBLND8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #10 Antique White

Versailles Blend Pattern
ID: THDWG-SGLMT-VB-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen
Kaledo Blend Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSIL-KALEDO6MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Paradise Bay Blend Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSMT-PB8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Keshi Blend Mini Brick
ID: SMOT-GLSMT-KESHI8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Midnight Pearl Mini Brick
ID: SMOT-GLSMT-MNPRL8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #60 Charcoal
Silver Metal Brick 0.75x2.5
ID: SMO1-MET-SBRICK
Grout: Non-sanded #115 Platinum

Oceano Brick 1x3
ID: SMO1-GLSBRK-OCEANO6MM
Grout: Non-sanded #301 Arctic Ice
Truffle Stone Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSIL-TS8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Escorial Blend Interlocking
ID: THDWG-GLMT-EBI-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #183 Chateau
Mochachino Hexagon Pattern
ID: SMOT-GLSB-MOCHACHINO
Grout: Non-sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Crystal Cove Blend
ID: THDWG-GLMT-CCB-8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Stonecrest Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLSIL-SC8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #122 Linen

Ocean Wave Pattern
ID: SMOT-SGLS-OW8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
**Icelandic Blend Pattern**
ID: SMOT-SGLSMT-IB8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

**Black Marble and Glass Mixed Mini Pattern**
ID: SMOT-SGLS-MPBLK
Grout: Non-sanded #60 Charcoal
Silver Metal Interlocking Pattern
ID: SMOT-MET-SLVIL8MM
Grout: Non-sanded #115 Platinum

Silver Aluminum Brushed 3D Pattern
ID: SMOT-MET-SLVAL
Grout: No grout required
Urban Loft Interlocking Pattern 4mm
ID: SMOT-SGLSMTIL-URBLOF4MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Urban Tapestry 6mm
ID: SMOT-GLS-UT6MM
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Zirconia Interlocking
ID: SM01-GLSL-ZIRCONIA8MM
Grout: Non sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Whisper White 2" Hexagon
ID: SMOT-PT-WW-2HEX
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White

Whisper White Arabesque
ID: SMOT-PT-WW-ARABESQ
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Whisper White Arched Herringbone
ID: SMOT-PT-WW-AHB
Grout: Non-sanded #381 Bright White
Morning Fog Ogee
ID: SM01-PT-MOF0G-OGEE
Grout: Non sanded #10 Antique White

Dove Gray Arabesque
ID: SM01-PT-DG-ARABESQ
Grout: Non sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Dove Gray Diamond
ID: SMOT-FT-DG-DIAMOND
Grout: Non sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Dove Gray Brick Pattern
ID: SMOT-FT-DG-BRK
Grout: Non sanded #386 Oyster Gray
Fog Arabesque
ID: SM01-PT-FOG-ARABESQ
Grout: Non sanded #386 Oyster Gray

Bianco Arabesque
ID: SM01-PT-BIANCO-ARABESQ
Grout: Non sanded #10 Antique White
Product categories and classifications such as Granite, Marble, Travertine, Limestone, Quartzite, Sandstone, etc. are based on general accepted industry classification. They do not necessarily reflect the geological compositions of the material or customs classification. In many cases, these materials are technically made of a different geological make up. For example, many stones are commonly known as granites, but geologically, they are actually Charnockites, Polimitic Metaconglomerates, Gneiss and other various different geological stones. In addition, many stones commonly referred to as marbles are geologically limestones. MSI makes no guarantee or representation of the geological composition of any stone. In addition, the categories reflected on our website or brochure, should not necessarily be used for customs classification.

Buyer/Owner must determine slip resistance suitability and maintainability. Natural stones, ceramic, porcelain, quartz and related products represent products of nature; we cannot be held responsible in any cause of action resulting from their use in any form. M S International, Inc. makes no expressed or implied warranty, for any particular use. These products inherently lack uniformity and are subject to variation in aesthetics, color, shade, finish, tint, hardness, strength resistance, density, etc. Natural stone may be characterized by dry seams, pits, and fossils. In polished and honed stones, these pits are often filled during the manufacturing process or at the time of installation. These fills can occasionally pop out from normal wear and use. In these instances, it may be necessary to refill these voids as part of a normal maintenance procedure. Any samples submitted are with the understanding that these qualities are inherent in the nature of the product and are not to be considered latent defects.

The information in this brochure is intended for U.S. and Canadian businesses or their customers only and is provided “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. In no event shall MSI be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages relating to this or use of these materials.
M S International, Inc.
Premium Surfaces Since 1975

MOSAICS

www.msistone.com